An exploration










In this short note we present a classroom vignette involving
surds. Its origin lies in the following problem.






































































. (Note the telescopic cancellation.)
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These two questions and others of their kind continue to remain unanswered at the present moment.
However, it has been shown (see [1] and [4]) that 3.72n < f(n) < 4.65n for all positive integers n.
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Would you believe that . . .
69720375229712477164533808935312303556800
. . . is the smallest positive integer that is exactly divisible by each number from 1 to 100?
In how many ways can you arrive at this number?
Which is the smallest number which does not divide this number?
If any of your students come up with a well-thought-out response, do share it with us.
Our e-mail ID is atria.editor@apu.edu.in.
— Adapted from Moloy De’s Facebook page “Math Believe It or Not”.  
See: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10206841050456928&set=
gm.992345247471454&type=3&theater.
Uncovering the origin of the relation. Now the exploration commences. We first try to trace the origin
of this problem. Note that
42 = 16, 22 = 4, 16− 4 = 12, 12
3
= 4. (2)
Let us divide the interval from 4 to 16 into three equal parts; we get an AP (4, 8, 12, 16) with a common
difference of 4. We write these numbers in decreasing order, from highest to lowest: 16, 12, 8, 4. Now






















4 = 4− 2 = 2. (3)

















The numerators in these fractions are equal precisely because 16, 12, 8, 4 form an AP.













































We have recovered the relation with which we started the exploration.
Finding more such relations
Having uncovered the above, it becomes easy to generate more such relations. The same pair of numbers
(16 and 4) can generate other APs and therefore more such relations. For example:
(1) AP: 16, 10, 4. The common difference is 6, the square roots of the numbers are, respectively:
4,
√
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The numbers on the right-hand sides of the above equalities are the following fractions whose least

























The numerators of these fractions are 2, 3, 4, 6, 12, which are the divisors of 12 arranged in increasing
order.









We have obtained a recipé for generating such equalities!
Putting the recipé into practice
Take another pair of perfect squares, say 9 = 32 and 25 = 52. Since 25− 9 = 16, and the divisors of 16






























































































Further extensions are surely possible. Please work them out on your own.
BHARAT KARMARKAR is a freelance educator. He believes that learning any subject is simply a tool to learn 
better learning habits and a better attitude towards learning; what a learner really carries forward after schooling 
is learning skills rather than content knowledge. His Learning Club, located in Pune, is based on this vision. He 
may be contacted at learningclubpune@gmail.com.
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